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made as all know vaux-com 120309 + 131223 software that we have already.so if you wanna test this software do like thisasra j a17dtr and a17dtj go to measuring blocksif you see all live data parameters then this is a good mixing ( i dont belive this
but. )in that ecus the mesuring block are showing:in vaux-com 120309 all live data/mesuring block looks like this in vaux-com 131223 ( original one ) half of them show the correct live data and half shows -and in opcom 150406 the mesuring blocks all

show the correct live data because as autom3 said that this bug was fixedin real vauxcom 160115a the mesuring blocks all ok as in 150406 version.so, this mixed version are just fake!!!!!!!!! 2. as you can see here, the new version is missing the
executable of the opcom 08 10 16 activation code setup & install procedure. you can crack all opcom 08 10 16 activation code. by using winhex. i recommend that you use this program to decrypt the opcom 08 10 16 activation code data. you can use
the winhex crack plus keygen winhex 19 crack is the best editor & efficient data recovery. to decode the opcom 08 10 16 activation code file, you need to open winhex crack. you can download winhex from the following link: winhex 18 crack winhex 19
crack is the best editor & efficient data recovery. 1. relevant live data will be displayed, such as rpm, tps, air/fuel ratio, sensor signals (eth/tps/temp/vib/abs) and so on. 2. live data is correct, or an error code will be shown, such as obdii fault codes, or

vaux-com data. 3. live data is not correct, and an error code will be displayed, such as obdii trouble codes, or vaux-com data. 4. the program will perform an output test. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28.
29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40. 41. 42. 43. 44. 45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. 54.
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This software is just for testing, I dont belive that after using it your engine will be damaged or a
vehicle will be damagedI have used this software on several vehicles ( Opel Astra J DOB/JETS and
many different years) and all OK! Thank you Aarik mentioned there are some users reported bugs

with his EA brake warning light, he said he has fixed those bugs but here I write a complete solution
for the EA brake warning light, I wrote the solution also for Vaux-com diagnostics and I think its the
very best you could find :D This solution work for all Opel with EA brake warning light. There are two
main problems with this EA brake warning light, 1. First its always showing with a black background,

and second its kind of always ON, thats not correct. For normal use of the EA brake warning light,
lets take a look at the codes first, this shows what codes are used by the EA brake warning light:

https://aelex.net/index.php/free/2013/07/20/ecu-code-search/eae4a8/ So now lets make the fix for
those two bugs, first its just a small change of some lines in the software, which will make the EA

brake warning light blue with a white background, next it makes EA brake warning light OFF always
when you start your car. I've added a comment with the code, so you can see whats the difference
between this version and the original. In the original code, the lines are from line 138 to line 151 of
"EBBV2.SE" (from the linked post) In this new version, we will change these lines (again from line

138 to line 151 of the original code): Line 144: [.long ]] or wait=0x80 Line 148: if (wait=0x80) Line
151: setBackground(0xff0000ff) Those 4 lines will make the EA brake warning light blue with a white
background, and OFF when you start the car, with this setting Off works perfect ( i made it)!! There is

also a minor fix for the warning LED, this code will remove the warning LED from the drivers view-
screen, so if you have the EA brake warning light on in the main screen, this is a patch for that, it will
fix the warning light to only show when you press the right blinking button, when you press left it will

disappear again. Line 269: https://aelex.net/index.php/free/2013/07/20/ecu-code-search/eae4a8/
Line 274: https://aelex.net/index.php/free/2013/07/20/ecu-code-search/eae4a8/ Line 279:
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